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Number of possible customers: Unlimited

Licensing: Unlimited, customer-adapted

One and the same system can serve several 
networks:

Yes, via IP tunnel or via sub-server

Simulcrypt version: ETSI TS 103 197 V 1.2.1 and V 1.3.1 (Simulcrypt 2 and 3)

Subscriber managing system, SMS: Yes

Adaptation to accounting system: Yes

Card control: Customer, network owner, program supplier

Subscription sales: Customer service, subscriber log-in with PIN code, prepaid activation codes, retailer login

PPV, VOD: Yes

Activation technology: Tags and program numbers. Last expiry date, positive control and negative control.

Open customer database: MySQL, Linux

Client solution: Via WEB, no software program needs to be installed

Administrator privileges: Yes, can be defined.  System access can be defined per user and customized roles can be 

created

PSI/SI-playout: NIT, SDT, SDT actual/other, CAT, TDT, TOT, Private Sections

Space: 1U 19”

Languages: As standard English. Support for other languages

CAM / CAS: Integrated in box (STB), CI-module or CI+-module

Pairing: Yes, dual-side pairing controlled at channel level. HW pairing is available on some units with 

chipset pairing. 

Encryption communication between smartcard 
and decoder:

Yes, unique for every box (STB). Secure with Cryptoguard secure path technology

Protection against Internet sharing CW: Yes, both in Smartcard and box (STB)

Number of channels/channel package/MUX: Unlimited, defined on order.  Standard is 512 tags.  Several channels can have the same tag.

Boxes (STB): Selected box suppliers for maximum security of program contents. 
It is possible to update all boxes via ”Over The Air” (OTA) upgrading.

Updates/new releases: Continuous upgrading of server software and smartcard.

Text messages to customers: Yes

Own defined short messages, such as “no    
access”:

Yes




